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Fill in the blanks with appropriate words. 

1. Asia is the largest……..………….of the world. 

2. In some cities, prices…………….from shop to shop. 

3. My friend is very lazy. He is a…………. potato. 

4. Her doctor said the problem was more……………..than physical. 

A 
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Complete the sentences with the words given. ( one is extra) 

 

 

5. The doctor took his blood …………………at hospital. 

6. The authorities decided to close the school …....… all our efforts to save it.  

7. Many experts believe that Esteghlal has suffered a lot and lost many points 

when Andrea Stramaccioni left the team. It had many bad…………… . 

8. Mehran Modiri is quite …………………. among Iranian people. 

9. Pantomime is a type of play in which you try to explain a word 

………………….sign language. 

10.   There are a number of ways to…………………. your English. 

B 

3 Rearrange the words and make sentences. 

11. Cure / ways / different / specialists / have / to / addicts / found / technology 

…………………………………………………………………… . 

12.  did/ from/ how/ bags/ of/ buy/ sugar/ he/ many/ the/ yesterday/ shop? 

……………………………………………………………………. .? 

C 

 
 
 
 

4.5 

Circle the correct answers. 

13. How ______ of bread do you want? 

a. many bars          b. much bar              c. many loaves             d. much loaf 

14. I asked him to buy a big _____ of cake and five _____ of mineral water for 

Ali’s birthday party.  

a. loaf/bottles          b. bag/glasses          c. slice/loaves         d. piece/bottles 

15. Ali is always busy; he has ……………free time. 

a) lots of                    b) few         c) a little            d) little 

D 

The remembrance of Allah do hearts find satisfaction 

despite – diet – popular - by means of – relationship  

– pressure - effects – improve - calm 
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16. I don’t think Mary would be a good teacher. She’s got……….patience with 

children. 

a) much                  b) little                 c)any                   d) a lot of 

17. There was not ______ traffic on your way home. We can come back just in 

time.  
     a. many                    b. much                       c. some              d. little   

18. You can ……….the playing order of the slides and remove unwanted ones. 

a) expect                                         c) wonder 

b) instead                                        d) rearrange 

19.  Anybody being a ……………in his purpose never wastes his time at all. 

a) person                                          c) believer 

b) patient                                          d) speaker 

20.   -How much information about animals is there in this chapter?  

   There is ……………………..information.  
      a ) a lot                   b)a few              c)many                 d)lots of 

21.   We don't have …………………….left, so we'd better hurry. 
a) many times     b) many time   c) much time  d) much times 

2.5 Cloze test. Complete the sentences with the appropriate words. 

When you read, you know that comprehension is of the first importance. If you do 

not understand what you read, you are not………22..……..reading. You know that 

words are symbols that carry thoughts. If you do not understand the symbols, 

reading does not …………23……..…….  . A reader who has a large …….24……. 

can understand most symbols. Good readers also know that different speeds of 

reading are …………25….……. Readers should read at a speed which is 

……..26……… to the material and to their purpose of reading.  
22.   a. luckily                   b. hardly                      c. really                      d. naturally  
23.   a. happen                   b. check                        c. travel                     d. attract  
24.   a. development           b. fortune                     c. meaning                d. vocabulary  
25.   a. playful                    b. noisy                         c. sudden                  d. useful  
26.   a. interesting              b. suitable                     c. famous                  d. historical   

E 

1 Write a definition or a synonym or an antonym for each word. 

27. rarely: 

28.  Despite:  

F 
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Read the text and answer the questions. 

What do you do at the weekend? Some people like to stay at home, but others like 

to go for a walk or play football. My friend, Jack, works hard in a factory during 

the week. At the weekend, he always does the same thing.  On Saturday, he washes 

his car and on Sunday, he goes with his family to a village in the country. His 

uncle and aunt have a farm there. It isn’t a big one, but there is always so much to 

G 
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do on a farm. The children help with the animals and give them their food. Jack 

and his wife help in the field. At the end of the day, they all are hungry and Jack’s 

aunt gives them a big meal.  

  

29. Where and how does Jack work?   

  

30. Where does Jack take his family on Sundays?   

 

31. What does “them” in line 8 refer to? 

          a) children                b) people                   c)animals                  d) his family  

  

32. Jack works on a farm during the week.              a. True          b. False 

2 Match columns A and B. there is one extra word. 

32. Hanging out                    a.  weight  

33.  Farming                          b.  language   

34. Native                             c.   greatly  

35. Gaining                           d. region  

                                               e.  with friends   

H 

3  

Complete the sentences with your own words. 

 

36. Please give me a …………………….of melon. 

 

37. Bob bought a …………………….of milk last night. 

 

38. I was so hungry, so I ate a …………………….of bread completely. 

 

 

I 

24 Good Luck   /  P.F                                                     
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